On the problem of jitter in spacecraft

Spacecraft often require very accurate pointing. An extreme example is the Hubble Space Telescope whose design requirement was pointing to within 5 thousandth of an arc seconds. A new technology requiring accurate pointing is LaserCom currently being studied by NASA. It uses a laser beam instead of the usual antennae for the purpose of vastly increasing the bandwidth of communication channels. If LaserCom can be used for interplanetary communication to Mars, real time high definition television images could be transferred. However, the attitude or rotational control systems for spacecraft need actuators that involve rotating wheels-reaction wheels or control moment gyros. Inevitably these wheels have slight imbalance that cause vibrations or jitter of the spacecraft, e.g., making the laser beam wiggle. This presentation reports on a series of theoretical and experimental results, testing various intelligent or adaptive control methods, which aim to learn how to cancel the jitter at the location of the fine pointing instrument. For example, learn how to wiggle the output mirror of the laser so that the laser does not wiggle while the mirror is on a spacecraft that is vibrating.
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